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ABSTRACT
The tremendous increase in the multilingual data on the internet has increased the demand for efficient retrieval of information. Urdu is one of the widely spoken and written languages of south Asia. Due to unstructured format of Urdu language information retrieval of information is a big challenge. Question Answering systems aims to retrieve point-to-point answers rather than flooding with documents. It is needed when the user gets an in depth knowledge in a particular domain. When user needs some information, it must give the relevant answer. The question-answer retrieval of ontology knowledge base provides a convenient way to obtain knowledge for use, but the natural language need to be mapped to the query statement of ontology. This paper describes a query processing system based on ontology. This system is a combination of NLP and Ontology. It makes use of ontology in several phases for efficient query processing. Our focus is on the knowledge derived from the concepts used in the ontology and the relationship between these concepts. In this paper we describe the architecture methodology and algorithm with results of query processing system for Urdu
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1. INTRODUCTION
The growing interest in providing different information on the web has increased the need for a complicated search tool. Most existing information retrieval systems only provides documents, and this often makes users read a relatively large amount of full text [1]. The study of question answering systems (QAS), which enable people to locate the information they need directly from large free-text databases by using their queries, has become one of the important aspects of information retrieval research[2].

Question-answering (QA) study emerged as an effort to deal this in sequence-excess problem. QA systems are classified in two main parts: namely open domain QA system and closed domain QA system. Question which deals with nearly everything and can only relies on worldwide information, such type systems are called as open domain question answering system. On the other hand, closed-domain question answering deals with questions under a particular domain (music, weather forecasting etc.) The domain specific QA system involve deep use of natural language processing systems formalized by building a domain specific ontology[3].

From the last decade internet users are increasing in more tires. Information is present not only in English language but also in many other languages. This is due to the advent of Unicode scheme that user can contribute their knowledge over the web in their own language. Various scientists have worked on QA with English, French, and Chinese etc languages. But from the last few years scientists move their research into regional language like Punjabi, Tamil, and Hindi etc. Among variety of languages, the Urdu language is among the largest spoken languages of the world and state language of J&K state. Due to the availability of large amount of Urdu language documents over the web, it is required to develop a sophisticated information retrieval system to utilize the information efficiently. We propose a Query Processing System Architecture that uses words of the sentence (question) typed as a source to search answer. Principle of our Question Processing system is that the system gives user a set of sentences in Urdu language containing the words of sentence typed. Here we described a model of a system, which accepts user queries in natural language (Urdu) after analyzing those queries on the bases of ontology match them with the information stored and result is displayed to users, thus helping users to get the most wanted information without penetrating the huge amount of information existing on the web.

The outline of the paper is as follows. The paper is organized as follows In Section II we discussed related work of this object; Section III discussed the proposed architecture of the query processing system. Section IV discusses the methodology in detail. Section V presents Experiments and Section VI presents the conclusion.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Machine translation (MT) was the first computer-based application related to natural language which came into existence in 1940’s but first project was used in 1946 in World War II to break enemy code [4]. In 1969 Natural Language Question Answering Systems was made which focused on syntactic, semantic, and logical analysis of English strings [5].

In 2004 a web based Chinese Automatic Question Answering System was made by Cai Dongfeng and Cui Huan [6] which uses Google Web services API. In 2006 the geographic core model was made which supported every Geographic Feature (GF) detected in collection of text or image documents [7]. Later on in 2008 A Question Answering Systems was made which automatically generates questions related to the document. QA System based on the analysis of interrogative sentence and the answer type was made for Chinese language in 2009 by CunLi Mao and others which use to carry the text retrieval with the help of the domain knowledge and obtain the relevant paragraphs of the question [8].
Kanaan et al [9] described Arabic QA system which makes use of data redundancy rather than complicated linguistic analyses of either questions or candidate answers, to achieve its task. Akour et el introduced a QA system (QArabPro) for Arabic Language. The system handles all types of questions including (How and why). But generally similar to those used in a rule based QA for English text , the authors uses a set of rules for each type of WH question.

Recently, researchers have been attracted to the task of developing Ontology based QA systems such as Querix [10], and AquaLog [11]. Querix introduced by Kaufmann et al. is another ontology-based question answering system that translates generic natural language queries into SPARQL. In case of ambiguities, Querix relies on clarification dialogues with users. In this process users need to disambiguate the sense from the system-provided suggestions. AquaLog Proposed by Lopez et al. [11] is a portable semi-automatic QA system that combines natural language processing, ontologies, logic, and information retrieval technologies. We say that AquaLog is portable, because the configuration time required to customize the system for a particular ontology is negligible. In AquaLog the ontology is used intensively as it is utilized in the refinement of the initial query, the reasoning process, and in the similarity algorithm.

Vanessa Lopez et al “Question Answering on the Real Semantic Web” to conclude with, Power Aqua balances the heterogeneous and large scale semantic data with giving results in real time across ontologies, to translate user terminology into distributed semantically sound terminology, so that the concepts which are shared by assertions taken from different ontology’s have the same sense. The goal is to handle queries which require to be answered not only by consulting a single knowledge source but combining multiple sources, and even domains.

4. METHODOLOGY
This section describes the proposed methodology for query processing in detail. It includes the following components:

1. Domain Selection and Ontology Construction
2. Parse User Query
3. Find information from constructed ontology based on parsed query
4. Data retrieval from the document based on extracted information from Ontology

4.1 Domain Selection and Ontology Construction

4.1.1 Domain Selection
The present work utilizes unstructured and ungrammatical documents written in Urdu Language. Ontology can work on open domain as well as Close domain. In our work we have chosen closed domain of Car Ads where user can get information regarding the Car available for sale. Figure below shows example of Car with associated properties in graphical form.

The boxes represent concept and properties. The arrow with dot (⇒ ) in the car concept denotes that it is the primary object, which means it is the main idea behind describing the ontology. Lines represent the relationship sets. Number by colon such as “0:1” represent the participation constraints for object in relation. “*” denotes unlimited cardinality.

4.1.2 Ontology Construction
Ontologies are content theories about the sort of objects, properties of objects and relations between objects that are possible in a specified domain of knowledge. They provide potential terms for describing our knowledge about the domain.

The knowledge about the domain can be represented in the form of concept of properties. So first of all we have to select concept and properties associated with that concept . For example, in case of Car ads, domain is car and properties that are associated with Car are Model, Make, Year, Mileage etc. These concepts and properties are classes in the ontology. Next step is to define relationship between these classes by defining Object Properties and data properties. Both Object properties and Data properties have domain and range. Object properties define relation between classes where both domain and range are classes whereas Data properties are relation between classes and data values where domain is a class and range is set of values. For Example, in case of Car ads, one
Object property, has_price, has domain Car class and range is Price class and for Data Property, price_value, domain is Price class and range is set of values. Next we have to give some additional knowledge in the ontology according to the data which are present in our data set. In the Figure 2 below shows the car ad in Urdu Language with underlined words. These words are additional knowledge associated with our properties. For Example, 1000 cc, represents engine value. But how do we know this is engine value? This word cc represent engine and value adjacent to it i.e. 1000 represent engine value. So these kinds of words, used for additional knowledge are adjacent keywords. They shows where the data is present in the set and the values adjacent to these adjacent keywords are actual data values.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fig 3: Car Ad with underlined adjacent key words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ontology is Constructed using Protégé Tool and is stored as RDF/XML format which can be converted to other format like Turtle or N3 using RDF convertor. Table below shows a part of ontology for Car Ads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOMAINS KNOWLEDGE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONCEPT:</td>
<td>کار</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPERTIES: بکر، ایر، پرائس، کنٹکٹ، فوئل، میک، مائلیج، کیلر، کلومیتر، رنگ</td>
<td>کلر، رنگ، میک، مائلیج، فیچرز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDITIONAL KNOWLEDGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJACENT KEYWORDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA TYPE</td>
<td>ASSOCIATED PROPERTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کلومیتر/کیلومیتر</td>
<td>مائلیج/ماڈل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کلر، رنگ</td>
<td>کلر/رنگ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کیلر، تعداد، لیتر</td>
<td>پرائس/کیلر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cc</td>
<td>انجن/کیلر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مائلیج، کیلر</td>
<td>ایر/کیلر</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1: Car Ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADJACENT KEYWORDS</th>
<th>DATA TYPE</th>
<th>ASSOCIATED PROPERTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>کلومیتر/کیلومیتر</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>مائلیج/ماڈل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کلر، رنگ</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>کلر/رنگ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کیلر، تعداد، لیتر</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>پرائس/کیلر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cc</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>انجن/کیلر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مائلیج، کیلر</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>ایر/کیلر</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3 Find Information from Ontology

Once query is processed the next step is to find information from the ontology based on user query. For that we need to generate some rules to extract exact information from the ontology. As mentioned in the ontology we have some properties for which adjacent keywords are mentioned and some properties for which no adjacent keyword is available. So we will consider both cases.

**Case I: When Adjacent keywords of properties are mentioned**

When the Adjacent keywords for properties are mentioned, it means the information can be retrieved from the document based on those adjacent keywords. For every Adjacent keyword some value is associated with it, this value will be adjacent to the Adjacent keyword. That is the actual value that user want to get. Now what type of value is that, it depends on the data type of the adjacent keyword that we have mentioned in the Additional knowledge in the ontology construction? Next we will generate rules for each data type used in the ontology to extract value of each property. Data value is extracted using regular expression depending upon the data type of that property. For example regular expression for integer data type and string data type are defined as “\w+” and “\d+”.

**Case II: When adjacent keyword of properties are not mentioned**

When adjacent keywords of properties are not mentioned than value of that property are considered as string data type and information is extracted using the instance of those properties.

Once this information is extracted from the ontology, it is used to retrieve relevant information from the document.

### 4.4 Data retrieval from the document based on extracted information from Ontology

Next step is to extract values / data from the document based on the rules generated in the previous step. Formal description of the algorithm is given below:

Let O be the Ontology created for domain
Let q be the user query in natural Urdu language
Let Ri be the rule formed for data type DTŋ using regular expression
While q is not empty {
    Tokenize the query q into tokens t
    Remove the stop words
    For each token tin q {
        Identify t in ontology O
        If (t is a property)
Store t in a property set P
If (t is adjacent keyword) {
  Find corresponding P and store all the adjacent keywords in set q_Akw
  Find data type q_DT corresponding to P
  Find adjacent value based on rule Ri defined for DTi and store in q_value
  Find relational condition R_cnd } }
For each Pi in the property set P, search Ontology O {
  If Pi has no adjacent keyword
  Add Pi to set Pa
  Else
  Add Pi to set Pa’
  For each Pi in Pa’ {
    Find adjacent keyword set Akwi corresponding to Pi from Ontology O
    Find data type DTi corresponding to Pi from Ontology O
    For each Ad A in the document {
      If (Pa is in A) {
        If (Pi has no adjacent keyword)
          Find Pi to set Pa
        Else
          Pi to set Pa’
           For each Pi in Pa’ {
            Find adjacent keyword set Akwi corresponding to Pi from Ontology O
            Find data type DTi corresponding to Pi from Ontology O
            For each Ad A in the document {
              If (Pa is in A) {
                If (any adjacent keyword from set q_Akw is in A){
                  Find adjacent value based on rule for q_DT data type from the property of that adjacent keyword and store the value in A_value
                  Compare the value A_value & q_value using R_cnd condition
                }
                If the condition is ture {
                  For each Pi in Pa’ {
                    If (Akwi in A) {
                      Apply rule Ri corresponding to data type DTi for that Pi to find the adjacent value and store in some variable A_VALUE
                    }
                    Formulate the answer using Pa, Akwi and A_VALUE to get the desired results.
                }
                } For each Pi in Pa’ {
                    If (Akwi in A) {
                      Apply rule Ri corresponding to data type DTi for that Pi to find the adjacent value and store in some variable A_VALUE
                    }
                    Formulate the answer using Pa, Akwi and A_VALUE to get the desired results.
                }
              }
            }
          }
        }
      }
    }
}
5. EXPERIMENTS
This section evaluates the performance of the presented algorithm on car ads in Urdu language.
In order to read or write the Urdu language Google input tool has been used. To create Ontology Protégé tool has been used. To conduct the experiment a data set of car ads has been chosen.
Recall and precision value is calculated as:
Recall = C/A
Precision = C/(C+I)
Where A is the total number of ads in which properties were available
C is the correctly extracted answer
I is the incorrectly extracted answer.
Average recall and precision values are 85.4% and 97.6% respectively.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented an ontology-driven query processing system in Urdu language. It presents the ontological approach to find the answer of the user question. Information is retrieved using ontology and some additional knowledge in the form of adjacent key words. A dataset of car ads in Urdu language is used for conducting experiments. Results show that the method gives better results for unstructured and ungrammatical data. In this method we have used additional information for extracting data. So as future work, we can modify this system so that information can be extracted without using additional knowledge. Moreover we can combine this ontology with other Ontologies to generate top-level ontology. In this process we have constructed ontology manually so for future work we can also create ontology automatically from user queries.
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